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On Discarding Papyri in Roman and Late Antique Egypt
Archaeology and Ancient Perspectives*
AnneMarie Luijendijk
Princeton University
aluijend@princeton.edu
It is a given in our discipline that most of the precious papyri we study were found on ancient
rubbish heaps of cities such as Antinoë, Hermopolis, Heracleopolis, Oxyrhynchus, and sites
in the Fayum Oasis.1 I have always been surprised that texts were found as garbage –not just
receipts and bureaucratic trivia, but also important documents such as testaments and literary
works, even sacred scriptures. In an article about the conundrum of the trashing of biblical
manuscripts, I applied insights from the modern scholarly discipline of garbology to make
sense of these habits.2
In this paper, I explore ancient trash practices in order to understand better why and through
what process texts were discarded. My question is: How and where concretely were these
papyri discarded in antiquity? I address this question by first studying late nineteenth and
early twentieth century archaeological publications of the finds of papyri. Then I turn to a
range of ancient sources that give information on discarding practices, such as papyri,
mosaics, and literary sources.
Before I do that, a short theoretical note is in place. As Christopher Anderson reminds us,
creating garbage is an exclusively human activity.3 This then also means that studying
garbage can give insights into human behavior. Garbologist William Rathje made that his
life’s work. He observed: «To an archaeologist, ancient garbage pits or garbage mounds,
which can usually be located within a short distance from any ruin, are always among the
happiest of finds, for they contain in concentrated form the artifacts and comestibles and
remnants of behavior of the people who used them».4 While archaeologists and papyrologists
rightly rejoice over the discarded remains of the people and societies we study, as we will see
below, for the ancients themselves, trash had less positive connotations.
1. Archaeology
Modern sources for the excavations of papyri consist of late nineteenth and early twentieth
century archaeological reports. The excavation reports insisted that papyri were found among

* My thanks go to the organizers for a wonderful conference and to the anonymous reviewers for their helpful
comments. For giving me constructive feedback and pointing me to new sources, I am grateful to Chloe Balla,
Cédric Brélaz, Laura Nasrallah, and Brent Nongbri. I also thank my research assistant Nathan Johnson for his
excellent help in many different ways.
1
In this piece, I use different words for refuse (garbage, trash, rubbish) interchangeably, but strictly speaking,
these terms differ slightly in meaning, with trash indicating dry, and garbage wet discards. See Rathje / Murphy
(2001) 9.
2
Luijendijk (2010).
3
Anderson (2010) 35.
4
Rathje / Murphy (2001) 10.
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actual ancient garbage.5 Although the excavators focused on finding papyri, they
acknowledged that the garbage heaps did not exclusively contain texts. As J. de M. Johnson
wrote about digging at Antinoë: «in stirring a rubbish heap not the written materials only but
much of the machinery of life as well is disclosed […] almost all objects were worn, broken,
or torn before they earned their place on the mound».6 In his excavation report, Ulrich
Wilcken, a German contemporary of Grenfell and Hunt who excavated for papyri at
Heracleopolis Magna, some 70 km north of Oxyrhynchus, discussed the trash heaps
(‘Kehrichtshaufen’) and their contents: kitchen debris, manure, rags, and above all
innumerable potsherds (‘unzählige Thonscherben’).7 Indeed, in photographs taken at the
time, we see the papyri among ubiquitous potsherds.8 For Oxyrhynchus, Grenfell and Hunt
enumerated a long list of rather random objects that they sent to England in cigarette boxes:
broken combs, pens, copper coins, and rag dolls.9
The most important yet also most enigmatic comment we constantly encounter in these old
excavation reports is that papyri were found in specific layers consisting of what the local
population called afsh. The noun afsh ( )عفشmeans ‘refuse, rubbish, trash, junk’ (in addition
to ‘luggage, baggage; household effects, furniture’ –the verb afasha means ‘to gather, collect,
heap up, amass’).10 Afsh, we read repeatedly, «consists of earth mixed with little bits of twig
and straw» (so Grenfell and Hunt)11 or as J. de M. Johnson put it «earth intermixed with
vegetable matter, commonly twigs and straw».12
Grenfell and Hunt observed that «objects of stone, wood, or pottery [a papyrus seeker] may
find elsewhere, but without afsh [a papyrus seeker] will hardly ever find papyrus».13 From an
archaeological perspective, these layers of straw and twigs preserved the papyri, whereas
papyri deposited among potsherds perished or became brittle and illegible. Johnson described
layers of potsherds as «the worst bed in which papyrus can lie and live –imparting an intense
dryness and brittleness both to papyrus and vellum and often destroying the ink».14
Apparently the organic remains within the afsh created just the right environment to preserve
the papyri (i.e. shelter from rain, yet also the right humidity as to not dry them out).
It was their work in the Fayum that taught Grenfell and Hunt the skills to detect papyri at
Oxyrhynchus, as they stated: «But greater perhaps than the direct results of these two
seasons’ work [in the Fayum] were the indirect. It was the discovery of the principles of afsh
at Ûmm el ‘Atl [ancient Bacchus] in 1896 which enabled us in 1897, amid the hundreds of
acres covered by the ruins of Behnesa [ancient Oxyrhynchus], to select those mounds which
contained papyri, and to find the Logia on the second day of our excavations».15 The Oxford
papyrologists even compared digging for papyri to gold mining –with the analogy that gold

5

Not all papyri were found as trash. In Karanis, for instance, papyri were found among the debris of houses;
see, for instance, Gazda (1983), Van Minnen (1994); Verhoogt (2017). For a groundbreaking and thorough
discussion of the discoveries of early Christian manuscripts, see Nongbri (2018).
6
Johnson (1914) 180.
7
Wilcken (1903) 300-301.
8
For Oxyrhynchus, see the website Oxyrhynchus Online at http://www.papyrology.ox.ac.uk/POxy/.
9
In their archaeological reports, Grenfell and Hunt enumerate such ‘anticas’. The reports are republished in
Grenfell / Hunt (2007). A good impression of artifacts from Oxyrhynchus other than papyri can also be gained
from Bailey (2007).
10
See Cowan (1994). I thank Jonathan Gribetz for his help with the Arabic.
11
Grenfell / Hunt (1900) 24.
12
Johnson (1914) 174.
13
Grenfell / Hunt (1900) 24.
14
Johnson (1914) 175-176.
15
Grenfell / Hunt (1900) 26.
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miners follow quartz veins just as papyrus excavators follow afsh.16 While Grenfell and Hunt
admitted that they did not know exactly what afsh was, their best guess was that it consisted
of household rubbish.17 With this concept of papyri discovered among domestic garbage from
antiquity, I now turn to a variety of ancient sources to investigate what they reveal about
discarding practices and then will return to the issue of afsh.
2. Clues from the past
How and where did ancient garbage heaps form? Where did the trash come from and who
deposited this material on the garbage heaps? I address these questions by analyzing
references to trash in the papyri themselves and in literature and art.
a. Concepts of trash
In order to understand ancient garbage, a few general reflections on trash are due. «For
thousands of years city dwellers put up with defective, often quite vile, sanitary
arrangements, wallowing in rubbish and filth they certainly had the power to remove».18 State
sponsored, centrally organized trash removal is a recent good; trash removal in New York
City began only at the end of the nineteenth century.19 Indeed, people in antiquity had an
entirely different concept of and experience with trash than most people living in developed
countries do. For most of human history, recycling was not a virtue, but an economic
necessity.20 In his contribution to the volume Sordes urbis, E. Rodríguez-Almeida21 discusses
the stark difference between our disposal habits and those of the ancients, noting that what
makes up the majority of our urban waste would have been reused in ancient Rome: stone
was recycled, as were glass and metal, which were even valuable enough to be collected;
some intact pottery was reused; in other cases, potsherds were recycled as building materials
(or piled up at the port into a large hill, such as Monte Testaccio in Rome).22 Wood was
16

Grenfell / Hunt (1900) 24. They write: «The method of digging for papyri in a town site presents some
parallels to that of gold-mining. The gold-seeker follows a vein of quartz, while the papyrus-digger has to follow
a stratum, or vein, of what the natives call afsh, –one of those convenient ‘blank-cheque’ words which in the
limited vocabulary of the fellahîn can take a variety of meanings. The gold-digger does not look for gold where
there is no quartz, and similarly, the papyrus-seeker may practically disregard any other kind of earth than afsh».
17
Grenfell / Hunt (1900) 24: «No doubt in a general way afsh is to be explained as house-rubbish, in the sense
of what was rubbish at the time the house was being used, but how afsh comes to lie in the particular ways in
which it is found is not in our power to explain». It should be noted here, that in the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, Egyptian farmers used the remains of ancient sites as fertilizer, sebakh. As D. Bailey (1999)
211 writes: «Sebakh is primarily the remains of mud-brick houses and other structures of the same material,
forming the ancient mounds of Egyptian cities and villages […] added to which is the nitrogen-rich occupational
material surviving within the buildings. It also includes the courtyard work-areas, and the unpaved streets
between houses on which household rubbish was constantly dumped, causing the streets to rise ever higher and
turning the ground floors of houses into basements […] There were also the droppings of innumerable animals,
[…] as well as the massive rubbish-dumps once a feature of many Graeco-Roman settlements in Egypt and a
particular target for papyrus-seekers».
18
Mumford (1961) 75.
19
Shanks / Platt / Rathje (2004) 71; Strasser (2000) 118-125.
20
Ancient people had different trash habits and were much more frugal and creative in recycling (they also
reused papyri) than we are today in the western world and therefore they have an entirely different concept of
trash than we. As Rathje / Murphy (2001) 10-11 write: «That the distant past often seems misty and dim is
precisely because our earliest ancestors left so little garbage behind».
21
Rodríguez-Almeida (2000).
22
See, for instance, Rodríguez-Almeida (1984). The issue of the discarded potsherds also evokes the question of
whether the ancients would retrieve ostraka from the garbage or whether they collected broken pottery at home
for writing documents.
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expensive and therefore either reused or burned. Finally, organic waste materials were either
eaten by rodents and other animals, burned, or composted. Rodríguez-Almeida concludes:
«Compared to a modern city, Rome proved much more flexible and adapted, almost to be a
city autopulentesi (‘self-cleaning’)».23 In a society that produces very little household
rubbish, domestic waste consists of completely useless materials such as potsherds, straw,
and excrement.24
Despite the happiness of archaeologists at finding ancient trash, overall, actual trash is not a
topic that elicits great joy either from us moderns or for the ancients. Obviously not: we are
dealing with dirt, filth, even excrement. Unsurprisingly, trash inspired few ancient authors,
unless they used its vocabulary rhetorically to heap insults on their opponents; for example, a
bishop at the 431 Council of Ephesus called his opponents «the dung heaps of the city» (αἱ
κοπρίαι τῆς πόλεως).25 Even our everyday papyri refer rather sparsely to these issues. Thus
few traces remain in written sources to go by in our research.
b. Vocabulary
In order to conduct word searches for trash in ancient textual sources, I compiled a list of
vocabulary for discarded materials: such as in Greek βόρβορος (‘mire, filth’), φορυτός
(‘refuse’), κόπρος (‘trash, dung’) and related κοπρία (‘dung heap’), δεῖσα (‘filth’), συρφετός
(‘litter’), and σκύβαλον (‘dung, excrement’), σκῶρ (‘dung, ordure’) and in Latin stercus.
Some of these terms do not show up at all in our papyri. In her article on “Refuse, Filth, and
Excrement in the Writings of John Chrysostom”, patristic scholar B. Leyerle studied this
vocabulary. But most of the words for refuse and filth that the eloquent preacher John
Chrysostom employed do not turn up in our papyrus documents. For instance, Leyerle
tabulated that Chrysostom uses the word φορυτός (‘refuse’) 28 times in his writings and
συρφετός (‘refuse, litter’) 7 times; however, these idioms do not occur in our papyri.26
c. Placing trash: outside and inside cities
Where are these trash heaps located? Knowing where trash is deposited provides insights into
the habits of discarding papyri. Archaeological and textual sources indicate that rubbish heaps
formed both outside and within the city walls. Despite the lack of state sponsored trash
removal in antiquity, some refuse was deposited outside the city walls, especially dung,
human and animal excrement.
23

Rodríguez-Almeida (2000) 127 writes: «la diversa condizione della città antica rispetto a ciò che oggi è la
nostra esperienza ci obbliga a considerare, nell’ambito che ora ci interessa, il diverso ammontare relativo e la
diversa condizione conflittuale che essa poteva avere con il problema rifiuti. Comparata ad una città moderna,
Roma si dimostra molto più flessibile e adattata, quasi fino a risultare una città autopulentesi». One may think of
the Zabaleen, ‘garbage people’, in modern day Cairo. They are Coptic garbage collectors who collect and
recycle 85% of the city’s trash. See, for instance, Kingsley (2014): «the zabaleen still deal with 9000 of Cairo’s
15000 daily tons of household rubbish, recycling 85% of it».
24
Based on excavations at Pompeii, Dicus (2014) 61 argues that extramural debris and garbage could be reused
again in the city as fill for building projects. According to Dicus (2014) 62, the garbage heaps were even
intended to be reused, otherwise, he claims, they would become too big. Descriptions of the ancient Egyptian
garbage heaps suggest that these indeed became very large and unwielding.
25
Concilium universale Ephesenum (anno 431) 1. 22. Text from Schwartz (1927) 111.
26
Leyerle (2009). Also the word βόρβορος (‘mire, filth’) used by Chrysostom, does not feature in our papyri. As
Leyerle (2009) 337 n. 2 notes: «Chrysostom does not use σκῶρ, σκατός; his references to σκύβαλον are
confined to commenting on Philippians 3.8». Κοπρώναι, referenced by Chrysostom as sewer clearers, do not
appear in papyri. The word σκῶρ (not used by Chrysostom) occurs twice in papyrus documents: O.Did. 395 (2 nd
cent. CE.) and P.Cair.Masp. I 67009 (ca. 567-570 CE).
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In fact, garbage or dung heaps outside cities are relatively well documented in literature. In
his Constitution of the Athenians 50 (accidentally preserved at Hermopolis, P.Lond. I 131),
Aristotle describes as the duty of city police agents (ἀστυνόμοι) that they «provide that no
collector of sewage shall deposit any of his sewage within ten stadia of the walls».27 Ancient
cities had even a so-called Dung or Trash Gate. It is still the name of one of the gates of
Jerusalem, known already from the Book of Ezra as ἡ πύλη τῆς κοπρίας.28 Another biblical
book, the Book of Job, also locates a trash or dung heap outside of the city walls and gives an
impression of the associations the ancients had with trash heaps. When Job has learned that
all his children are dead and his possessions gone, he retreats to a trash heap outside of the
city (ἐπὶ τῆς κοπρίας ἔξω τῆς πόλεως, Job 2.8 LXX), where he scratches his wounds with a
potsherd.29
Legal sources, such as the Lex Julia Municipalis, indicate that in Rome, ‘dirt’ and / or
‘excrement’ (Latin stercus) was transported outside the city walls on wagons.30 This was also
the case in late antique Antioch. Libanius in one of his orations –as Liebeschuetz remarks,
«the only speech surviving from Antiquity which is exclusively concerned with the disposal
of rubbish»– relates that peasants that entered the city of Antioch with fresh produce in the
morning were being forced on their return home to transport on their donkeys building
rubbish outside the city walls (Oratio 50).31
In his In inscriptiones Psalmorum, Gregory of Nyssa paints a vivid picture of garbage heaps
outside the city. Expounding on Ps. 58.7: «They shall go round about the city», Gregory
wrote:
«Everything useless and to be thrown away so far as usefulness in respect to living beings is
concerned is thrown outside the city, whether it is something dead and corrupted, or stinking
dung, and dogs are found around these things, compelled by hunger, living in the filth which is
thrown out of the city [...] the things outside the city reveal the evil which is taken into account
on the contrary, in which is found everything cast away by the refined life, which is stinking
sin, which consists of decaying bodies and filthy dung».32

Let me give one more example concerning trash heaps outside of the city. The seventh
century CE Cypriot bishop Leontius of Neapolis describes how Saint Symeon the Fool
«found a dead dog on a dunghill outside the city». He tied the cadaver to his belt and thus
«entered the gate».33
Papyri from an agricultural milieu refer to dung heaps and manure, such as several letters of
Lucius Bellenus Gemellus, a Roman veteran who possessed large farm holding in the Fayum
Oasis (late 1st-early 2nd cent. CE).34 In one letter, Gemellus instructs Epagathus to «have the
27

Barnes (2016) 308-309.
2 Esdras 13.13 LXX = Neh. 3.13; Masoretic text: ׁשער הׁשפות.
29
This passage inspired Christian exegetes and is also frequently depicted in Byzantine and Medieval
manuscripts: see Brubaker (1999) 361; Morrison (2008). Medieval authors recognized both the humility of the
dung as excrement and also the promise of its fertilizing powers, symbolizing new life.
30
See Liebeschuetz (2015) 6. This is in regard to Lex Julia Municipalis = tabula Heracleensis 56-61. «We see
that most waggons only entered Rome in the evenings and at night. They were not obliged to return the same
night: Caesar’s law allows waggons that have entered the city with a load during the night to remain until the
tenth hour of the day, and it specifically states that this permission holds whether they are going to leave the city
empty or carrying out ‘dirt’ (stercus Lex M 66-67). It follows that a lot of refuse or of excreta or indeed of both,
for the word does not distinguish between the two classes of rubbish, was regularly taken out of the city in
waggons pulled by oxen».
31
Liebeschuetz (2015) 3. The speech dates to 385, during the reign of Emperor Theodosius I.
32
Gregory of Nyssa, In inscriptiones Psalmorum 2.16.279-280; trans. Heine (1995) 211-212.
33
Krueger (1996) 151. For the edition, see Festugière / Rydén (1974) 55-104.
34
On this archive, see Ast / Azzarello (2012) and (2013).
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manure there banked up in order to make the store-place that you speak of» (ἐκχω̣σθῆναι τὸ
ἐν αὐτῶι κόπριον ἵνα καταβ[ο]λαῖον γένηται ὃ λέγεις ταμε[ῖ]ον) and further on to «take away
the manure to the manure heap» (καὶ χώρισον τὸ κόπριον εἰς τὴν κοπρηγίαν) (P.Fay. 110).35
But papyri, as I understand from excavation materials, were also found on dumps within
cities. The practice of leaving discarded remains within cities is not unique to Egypt; but
given the climatological circumstances, only the Egyptian garbage heaps preserved papyri.
Israeli archaeologists located multiple garbage dumps within the late antique village of Shivta
in the Negev Desert.36
What then can we learn about garbage heaps inside cities or villages from ancient sources?
The sale of a house and courtyard in Socnopaei Nesus from the year 159 CE specifies that the
house borders a dung or rubbish heap (κοπρία) on the north (P.Ryl. II 162, dated 30 March
159 CE). The plot is surrounded by other houses and a public road; the garbage or dung heap
was thus located in an inhabited section of the village.37
This scenario matches descriptions of the excavations in Kasr el Banat in the Fayum (the
ancient site of Euhemeria), where Grenfell and Hunt worked in the winter of 1898-1899.
They found papyri within the city not in modest dwellings but among the rubbish of wealthier
households. The decorated plaster on the wall of a house with papyri signaled a neighborhood
with well-off inhabitants; the kind of people who indeed were more likely to possess
literature and documents.38
At the larger cities such as Heracleopolis and Oxyrhynchus, however, the papyri were not just
discovered among the rubbish of collapsed houses. Rather, these sites functioned as waste
disposal sites for a larger neighborhood, rising up to great height. Comparing the excavation
drawings from the early twentieth century with maps recently published by E. Subias, a
Catalan archaeologist currently working at Oxyrhynchus, it seems that the Oxyrhynchite
rubbish heaps were inside the walls of the ancient city.39 They had probably formed on
deserted or collapsed houses. Old photographs and archaeological descriptions indicate that
35

P.Fay 110 (94 CE). Translation, Grenfell / Hunt (1900) 264: «Lucius Bellenus Gemellus to his own
Epagathus, greeting. On receipt of my letter please have the manure there banked up in order to make the storeplace that you speak of (ἐκχω̣σθῆναι τὸ ἐν αὐτῶι κόπριον ἵνα καταβ[ο]λαῖον γένηται ὃ λέγεις ταμε[ῖ]ον), and dig
a deep trench round the oil-press outside so that it may not be easy to walk into the oil-press, and take away the
manure to the manure heap (καὶ χώρισον τὸ κόπριον εἰς τὴν κοπρηγίαν), and make them let the water in over all
our fields in order that the sheep may be folded there […]». Epagathus, the recipient of this and other letters
from Gemellus was «perhaps a nephew» (Grenfell / Hunt [1900] 262). See also from the same archive, P.Fay.
118 and 119; both also contain references to manure and dung.
36
Tepper / Weissbrod / Bar-Oz (2015). As Yotam Tepper communicated to me via email (23 July 2017), the
archaeologists are still analyzing the finds from the middens but so far have not found evidence for papyri.
Papyri were found in abandoned rooms in nearby Nessana.
37
«[T]he half share of a house and yard belonging to her in the village of Socnopaei Nesus and forming part of
her heritage from her mother; the boundaries of the whole house and court are, as stated by mutual consent, on
the south the house of […] son of Stotoëtis, on the north a dung-hill, on the west a public road, on the east plots
of various proprietors» (ἧς γίτονες ὅλης τ[ῆς οἰκίας] καὶ αὐλῆς καθὼς ἐκξυφώνου ὑπηγόρευσαν νότου Τ̣[ ̣ ̣ ̣ ̣] ̣
Στοετεως οἰκία βορρᾶ κοπρία λιβὸς ῥύβη βασιλ(ικὴ) ἀπηλ[ι]ώτου ἑτέρων οἰκόπεδα) (transl. HGV; TM 12950).
38
Grenfell / Hunt (1900) 43 on plain houses: «The commonest kind of houses were filled up with sand, mingled
with the débris of the roof and walls, and contained few papyri or antiquities of any sort». On the houses of the
more well-to-do, Grenfell / Hunt (1900) 44: «houses and adjacent lanes into which rubbish had been thrown,
and which had an afsh layer. […] The plaster on the walls of house which was underneath part of this mound
had been painted».
39
For the old drawings, see http://www.papyrology.ox.ac.uk/POxy/VExhibition/images/a10a.jpg:
«This plan was presumably prepared from the rough pencil version. Grenfell and Hunt intended to publish it but
never did; it was eventually published in the fiftieth volume of The Oxyrhynchus Papyri in 1983». For the new
maps, see Subias (2011) esp. figures 1, 2, 4, and 5.
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these were very high mounds with large accumulations of rubbish.40 According to Wilcken,
following G. Schweinfurt, the purpose of these rubbish mounds was to make room in the
inhabited sections of the cities.41
Trying to find out more about what happened to trash, apparently some rubbish or filth was
burned, as we read, for instance, in a third century CE letter (P.Oxy. XLII 3066):
«Apollonius to Sarapammon, greetings […] It’s unreasonable, the way you’ve stayed away
even though I wanted to tell you about the programme for sowing and rush-cutting […] and
how the rubbish (filth, dirt) should be burned» (καὶ ὅπως καῇ̣ ἡ δεῖσα).

Grenfell and Hunt also refer to ashes in rubbish heaps; these may also be ashes from cooking.
d. ‘The unswept house’
In contrast to the rich materials from actual ancient garbage heaps that archaeologists with
many types of expertise can examine, there are only a few depictions of trash in ancient art.42
Artistic renditions of household waste are preserved on several domestic mosaics which are
so similar that they form a small corpus.43 A lavish mosaic from the third or fourth century
CE hat once adorned the triclinium in a wealthy home presents a playful and perhaps also
slightly moralistic picture of what would take place in that dining room: nine men recline on
couches while as many as seven slaves serve them. The guests nibble from delicate dishes
displayed on elegant tables. One has passed out already –a sign that they had imbibed
heavily. But what draws our attention here are the food remains on the floor in the center of
the scene: animal and fish bones, vegetables, a chicken leg –all neatly set off against a black
(or in other mosaics, a clean white) background.44 No manuscripts are depicted here, but it is
well known that Greek and Roman elite would read and discuss literature during dinner.45
This piece belongs to a small group of mosaics from around the Mediterranean that depict
what Pliny, in a section on flooring in his Natural History 36.184, called the ‘unswept house’
(ἀσάρωτος οἶκος). He writes:
«In this latter field (namely, mosaics) the most famous exponent was Sosus, who at Pergamum
laid the floor of what is known in Greek as ‘the Unswept Room’ (quem vocant asaroton oecon)
40

Wilcken (1903) 300 did not appreciate this practice: «Diese Hügel sind in der That nichts als Kehrichthaufen,
[…] nur berührt es unseren europäischen Geschmack eigenartig, daß man diese Abfuhrhaufen unmittelbar von
den letzten Häusern der Stadt aufgeschüttet und so die Stadt mit einem Kranz von ‘Müllhaufen’, die die Häuser
schließlich hoch überragten, umgeben hat». He admires the ancients who mounted these ever higher trash heaps,
that could reach well over 20 meters high. These heaps contained rubbish. It is unlikely that they consisted of
the remains of collapsed houses, for, as Peter van Minnen (1994) 230-231 notes: «[…] houses were often
entirely rebuilt at no great expense. The older house was leveled and its various material remains were squashed
underneath the new house. It is unlikely that the refuse was dumped on an open space somewhere down the
street, because in Roman Egypt even such open spaces were not without an owner».
41
Schweinfurth realized that these garbage heaps served «zur Gewinnung von Raum in den bewohnten
Stadtteilen» (quoted by Wilcken [1903] 300). But the majority of the papyri was not found in the ruins of
houses: «Diese Häuser sind nun bisher nur in wenigen Fällen Fundplätze für Papyri gewesen. …Dagegen ist es
zweifelhaft, ob in Arsinoë und den grossen Städten im Nilthal grössere Funde von griechischen Papyri in
Hausruinen bisher gemacht worden sind» (quoted by Wilcken [1903] 299).
42
Moormann (2000) 75: «Depictions of litter are rare in Greek and Roman art».
43
Hagenow (1978).
44
According to Moormann (2000) 75, these mosaics «simply aim at emphasizing the contrast between the
realistically rendered dirt and the beauty of the scene, laid on an irrealistically [ sic] clean surface of white or
black mosaic stones». The purpose of this is «to tantalize the onlooker with what he will drop during a banquet
in the room where the motif is applied. Moreover the litter is neither rotting nor putrefying […] but remains
fresh as if it were dropped a second before».
45
See Johnson (2000); Johnson (2010).
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because, by means of small cubes tinted in various shades, he represented on the floor refuse
from the dinner table and other sweepings, making them appear as if they had been left
there».46

Here we thus catch a rare glimpse of what the ancients considered trash: matters that had to
be swept up afterwards –no doubt by these same slaves that also served the food and wine, as
we will see shortly. But first I must discuss the ancient evidence for dirty houses in more
detail.
e. House leases
Lease contracts for houses suggest that left behind waste was a problem to be reckoned with.
To guarantee that the new occupants would find the house in acceptable condition, ancient
leases contain standardly phrased stipulations specifying that the renters should clean the
house and hand in the keys, such as this lease from Oxyrhynchus from the fourth century CE
(P.Oxy. XLVIII 3386, 28 March 338 CE):
καὶ μετὰ τὸν χρόνον παραδώσω τὸ ἥμισυ μέρος τῆς οἰκίας ἀπὸ κ[ο]π̣ρίων καὶ δίσης πάσης καὶ
ἃς ἐὰν παραλάβ̣ω θύρας καὶ κλεῖς̣ {ἀποτίσω} ἢ οὗ ἐὰν μὴ παραδῶ ἐκ[τ]ίσω τὴν ἀξίαν τιμη.
«And after the period I shall turn over the half house free of dirt and all filth, as well as such
doors and keys as I have received, or, if I fail to turn them over, I shall pay their fair value».47

These formulaic rent contracts consider it a serious possibility that the departing renters
would leave behind household waste including excrement and therefore make sure that before
the next renters moved in, the house was cleaned out. I assume that the previous family’s
trash was discarded at the nearest trash heap. As we picture texts turned to trash, we can
reasonably reconstruct that not only personal papers, but also literature would be discarded.
Thus this is one moment where we can imagine that both unused books and documents would
transfer status from home to heap.
f. Sweeping slaves
If, as we have seen, mosaics depict the unswept dining room floor and lease contracts
stipulate that the building should be handed back cleaned of dung and filth, how did that stuff
and other domestic garbage end up on a trash heap? Or, how did a house turn from an
asarotos oikos into a presentable home?
Sources from all around the Mediterranean indicate that slaves had to empty and clean
toilets.48 Augustine, for instance, refers multiple times to the fact that slaves must clean the

46

Eichholz (1962) 144-145.
Aurelius Aphynchis, father of Papnuthis and Dorotheus, rents the house. Other leases have: καθαρὰν ἀπὸ
κοπρίω(ν) καὶ δείσης πάσης, for instance, P.Oxy. XIV 1694 (280 CE). I found 20 leases from Oxyrhynchus and
one from Alexandria with similar formulae. Leases from Oxyrhynchus with that specific stipulation: P.Erl. 72;
P.Genova I 22; P.Harr. I 82; P.Harr. II 225; P.Köln III 150; P.Mert. II 76; P.Mil. II 55; P.Oxy. III 502; P.Oxy.
VI 912; P.Oxy. VII 1036; P.Oxy. VIII 1128; P.Oxy. XIV 1694; P.Oxy. XVII 2109; P.Oxy. XX 2284; P.Oxy.
XLIV 3200; P.Oxy. XLVIII 3386; PSI VI 707; P.Yale I 69; SB IV 7444 and 7445; lease from Alexandria, 13
BCE: BGU IV 1115 and 1116. For a discussion about papyri that mention doors and keys in houses (and even
doors as valuable objects that were stolen), see Huebner (2016) 162-164.
48
Thüry / Hoss (2011) 45. For instance, P.Mil.Vogl. VII 306: ἐκφέροντες κοπριν (l.κόπριον). Interesting is also,
that the wealthy men in Antioch did not make their own slaves do this (Liebeschuetz [2015] 3-4). This implies at
the same time that it would be normal to have one’s slaves do this.
47
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cloaca domus.49 This waste was deposited outside of the city gates.
For trash that could remain inside the city, a papyrus from the Hermopolite nome specifies
«wages for slaves sweeping and taking out leaves» (μισθ(ὸς) παιδ(ῶν) σαρ[οννυό(ντων)
κ(αὶ)] ἐξαιρο(ύντων) φύλ(λα)).50 So taking out the garbage is not what one’s husband does on
the night before trash removal. This is the work of poor and enslaved people, perhaps also of
poor women.
g. Women at the trash heap
I have not yet found references in papyri to women taking out rubbish, but I derive the
possibility from an observation by Wilcken. During the excavation season he lived in a tent at
the edge of the settlement. Every morning at dawn, he writes, he observed women from the
neighboring homes depositing all sorts of dirt and garbage very close to his tent, so that by
the end of his eleven-week-long archaeological season, a little kom, or rubbish mound, had
formed.51 I suspect that these women also practiced «the art of resistance»52 in response to
Wilcken’s presence –of which the archaeologist seemed blissfully unaware.
h. Abandoned children
In addition to enslaved people, that (poor) women would take out trash would make sense
also in light of the disturbing ancient practice of abandoning children at trash heaps. In a
chilling letter found at Oxyrhynchus, a man instructs his pregnant wife to discard her
newborn baby if it is a girl (P.Oxy. IV 744, 17 June, 1 BCE):53
«Hilarion to Alis his sister, many greetings, and to my lady Berous, and Apollonari(o)n. Know
that at present we are still in Alexandria. Don’t worry if they all come back, and I stay in
Alexandria. I ask you, I urge you –care for the child, and if we soon get pay, I will send it up to
you. If perhaps you give birth, then if it is male, let it be; if it is female, throw it out. (ἐὰν πολλὰ
πολλῶν τέκῃς ἐὰν ἦν ἄρσενον ἄφες, ἐὰν ἦν θήλεα ἔκβαλε.) You told Aphrodisias “Don’t forget
me”. How can I forget you? So I ask you not to worry».54

In his book Kindness of Strangers, John Boswell concluded that child abandonment was
common practice until fairly recently.55 Inquiring further into the nature of the actual places
where these children were left, this practice presupposes that these trash heaps are not out
there in no-man’s land, but rather that they are at a place where people walk by, where these
children have a chance to be discovered.
i. Afsh
I now return to one element mentioned in the archaeological sources, the layers of afsh
For instance, De libero arbitrio 3.9.27: the slave must clean the cloaca domus. Also Enarratio in Psalmum 103,
sermo 4.10. References from Thüry / Hoss (2011). But according to Scobie (1986) 414: «It is probably that
those who emptied cesspits (stercorarii) sold their contents to farmers on city outskirts. […] The references in
the Lex Julia Municipalis and the Digest to sewage waggons are to be set in this context. […] It seems […] that
stercorarii performed the same functions in Roman towns as koprologoi at Athens who, according to a recent
writer, were not public slaves, but private entrepreneurs».
50
P.Lond. I 131 = TM 20004; for translation, see Johnson (1936) 177-180, no. 104.
51
Wilcken (1903) 301. See also Luijendijk (2010) 227 n. 35.
52
James Scott (1990).
53
Grenfell and Hunt note dryly: «A letter from a man who had gone to Alexandria […] regarding certain
domestic matters» (P.Oxy. IV 744).
54
Translation modified from McKechnie (1999) 157-158.
55
Boswell (1988).
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consisting of straw and twigs. Grass and hay turn up in papyri as crop –for instance, in
P.Oxy. III 499 (22 September 121 CE), a lease of land. Part of the land will be cultivated with
«grass for cutting [i.e., for hay] and grazing». (ll. 15-16, χορτον [l. χόρτῳ] εἰς κοπὴν καὶ
ἐπινομήν).
Straw had multiple applications in the ancient household: It was used to make mud brick, the
building material for their houses. Straw and straw mats served as floor coverings and filling
for mattresses. P.Oxy. III 520, an account of sale from the year 143 CE, mentions among jars
of pickled fish, ropes, and couch legs, also three mattresses (l. 10 Ἰ̣ουλᾶ̣τ[ο]ς στιβάδων γ).
Perhaps the ancients also employed straw to wipe themselves after going to the bathroom, as
is known from Medieval Europe.56
Unlike wood or glass, straw and twigs have little potential for reuse. The enslaved persons in
the Hermopolite papyrus I referred to above (P.Lond. I 131) had to sweep and take out
leaves, φύλ(λα), the kind of organic remains that formed afsh. The late fourth century
Antiochene preacher John Chrysostom mentions exactly these materials found in the afsh as
clogging up drains of his city. In his sermon on 2 Cor. 12.6, Chrysostom mentions how sewer
ditches become clogged by «the refuse of dung, hay, straw, stones and clay» (Οἱ φορυτοὶ
κόπρου, χόρτου, καλάμης, λίθων, πηλοῦ).57 As mentioned above, Leyerle carried out a
careful analysis of Chrysostom’s rhetorical use of the language of refuse and excrement. In
his Expositio in Psalmos, as Leyerly notes: «Chrysostom’s reference to garbage, as “hay,
sticks and straw” (χόρτος […] ξύλα καὶ καλάμη) also seems to point to the realities of urban
waste removal».58 In other words, in ancient cities such as Antioch and Antinoë, these kinds
of unusable organic remains would be left behind (and not always brought to a trash heap).
j. De profundis
While, as I noted earlier, for modern archaeologists trash heaps are happy finds, from another
perspective, trash heaps are sad and silent. The items deposited there were so broken, dirty or
unwanted that even the frugal, inventive, and recycling-minded people of antiquity could no
longer see any use in them. Our sources are silent about the enslaved persons or the poor
women who physically deposited the offal outside the ancient city and whose identities
remain mere whispers.
In addition to the stench of discarded organic remains –straw, twigs, and excrement– trash
heaps are also socially disturbing places. While Job, an imaginary figure, spends moments of
deepest misery on the trash heap, as we have seen, some new mothers had to leave their
newborns, actual humans, often female, at the dump, in the hope that someone would pick
them up, spend a bit of money on a nurse and then profit from them as slaves. And as far as I
have been able to ascertain, slaves and poor women were also the ones bringing the trash
there. If we think of the social life of things,59 the precious papyrus fragments that we now
value so much were once devalued lives, low things. So too they were thrown out by those
whose lives were devalued, and whose lives are today so difficult to reconstruct historically.
But while sad and silent, the trash heaps of these ancient cities are also loud with discarded
texts, the very texts that we study and in doing so, bring to life the inhabitants of these cities.
56

Bildhauer (2010) 388.
Ηom. in 2 Cor. 12.6 (PG 61.489). Leyerle (2009), 339 n. 6. See also Thüry / Hoss (2011) 44. Thüry refers
here to Liv. 1.56.2, wherein the cloaca maxima is identified as receptaculum omnium purgamentorum urbis. On
domestic waste in the canals, see also Thüry / Hoss (2011) 44, sub. 7.
58
Leyerle (2009) 339 no. 6. The quotation is from Expositio in Psalmos 43.3 (PG 55.170).
59
Arjun Appadurai (1988).
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